







activities	 –	 lessons	 or	 sequences	 of	 lessons	 that	 teach	 some	 aspect	 of	 the	 computing	
















the	 1980	 classic	 “Mindstorms”,	 Seymour	 Papert	 explained	 how	 children	 could	 learn	 to	






In	 contrast,	 some	“unplugged”	activities	are	more	 focussed	on	 introducing	and	explaining	
concepts	without	 providing	 a	 context	 in	which	 these	make	 sense.	 And	 often	 the	 obvious	
context	in	which	to	introduce	these	ideas	is	when	children	are	creating	their	own	programs.	
There	are	many	examples	of	developmentally	appropriate	technologies	that	even	very	young	






It	 might	 be	 argued	 that	 the	 emphasis	 on	 “unplugged”	 activities	 reflects	 the	 rise	 of	
“computational	thinking”	as	a	key	outcome	of	the	curriculum.	Computational	thinking	is	the	
current	big	idea	in	computing	education	and	it	is	used	as	a	term	for	the	critical	thinking	skills	








computers	 or	 iPads	 and	 discuss	 ideas,	 compare	 problems	 and	 plans,	 and	 to	 explore	 key	
concepts.	 However,	 these	 ideas,	 concepts	 and	 problems	 should	 be	 rooted	 in	 authentic	
contexts	and	these	can	often	arise	from	the	act	of	tinkering	with	computer	programs.	Children	
will	better	learn	how	a	computer	follows	a	precise	algorithm	by	finding	out	what	Bee-bot	does	
than	by	being	told	by	their	teacher	to	be	the	Bee-bot.	On	the	other	hand,	even	young	children	
will	find	it	helpful	to	‘play	Bee-bot’	in	order	to	solve	a	problem	that	are	stuck	on.	
	
There	is	a	place	for	“unplugged”	activities	in	primary	computing	lessons	but	we	need	to	use	
them	judiciously.	We	should	try	to	ensure	a	closer	relationship	between	unplugged	activities	
and	plugged-in	ones	and	make	sure	that	unplugged	activities	only	make	up	a	small	proportion	
of	the	learning	time	available	for	teaching	computing.	
	
